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When you have an ORCID iD, it takes 5 minutes to enrich your profile with works connected to other identifiers, like ResearcherID from Web of Science or AuthorID from Scopus. If you don’t have an ORCID yet, first register one here.

Logon to orcid.org with your ORCID iD

Add works to your profile with Search & Link!

To connect to your AuthorID

Select Scopus to ORCID in Link Works, which takes you to Scopus website where you follow all the steps, from Select profiles to Send publications.

After sending your publications to ORCID, your Scopus Author ID is submitted.

Allow Scopus to send your publication list to ORCID and your profile on orcid.org will show all your papers identified on Scopus.
You will receive a message about it in your ORCID inbox.

To connect ResearcherID to ORCID

Choose for ResearcherID in Link Works.

For ResearcherID integration, you can visit the Clarivate website:

- Instruction on how to integrate your ResearcherID to ORCID
- Tutorial on how to integrate your ResearcherID to ORCID:

You’ll get at the end to see the other identifiers in your ORCID public profile:

For more information and help, see the ORCID user guides. If you have any questions, please send an email to researchsupport@tudelft.nl.